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ALPINE CLUB NEW HONORARY MEMBERS

One of the most enjoyable duties of the president - with advice from the
committee and from past presidents - is to appoint new honorary members.
Over the last two years we have appointed three new honorary members:

J H EMLYN JONES
Emlyn Jones was on one of the first ever mountaineering expeditions to
Nepal, getting close to the summit of Annapurna IV during the 1950
reconnaissance expedition led by Bill Tilman. He also led the first expedition
to Ama Dablam in 1959, when Mike Harris and George Fraser disappeared
near the top of the spectacular north ridge, having quite possibly made the
first ascent of the mountain. He was also, of course, a reserve for Everest
in 1953 - one of several volunteers who worked selflessly towards the
expedition's success. However, this honorary membership is intended
mainly as a big 'thank you' for Emlyn's very specific services to the Club.
It was he who, in 1956, renegotiated our lease on 74 South Audley Street.
To quote George Band in Summit, the terms included 'rent at a fixed price
of £800 per annum, with the landlord still paying the rates, heating and
maintenance. By 1990, the rates alone had risen to £6,740 per annum.' It
was then, eleven years before the lease was due to expire, that Emlyn sold
the remainder to the new landlord for £500,000 - a healthy return on the
£2,500 the Club had paid in 1956 - giving us the capital to buy our own
freehold in Charlotte Road.
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PROFESSOR BRUNO MESSERLI
Bruno Messerli is one of the giants of mountain science. His working life
has been centred at Bern University, where he was a professor from 1968,
but has ranged over most of the world's mountains, with major studies
focusing on the Mediterranean and African Mountains (1958-78), Himalaya
and Bangladesh (1979-88) and the Arid Andes (1988-96). His many posts
and honours include serving as President of the International Geographical
Union. Now, at a time when climate change and other potential ecological
threats press so urgently, it seems apt to be recognizing Bruno Messerli's
contributions to the understanding of the mountain environments which
are such delicate indicators of global change.

WALTER BONATTI
It seems extraordinary that we did not honour Italy's most famous modern
mountaineer years ago. However, the delay did at least give us the chance
of announcing WaIter Bonatti's honorary membership as part of our 150th
anniversary celebrations, right in frent of the mountain where the great
soloist made his historic winter swansong in 1965 - the Matterhorn. That
epic solo of a new route up the north face was the climax to 15 years of
ground-breaking exploration. Highlights included the first ascent, solo, of
the 'Bonatti Pillar' on the Petit Dru, the East Face of the Grand Capucin,
the Whymper Spur, the fIrst winter ascent of the Walker Spur and, of course,
many new routes on the south side of Mont Blanc, including no less than
three on the Grand Pilier d'Angle. In the Karakoram it was Bonatti, with
Carlo Mauri, who spearheaded Cassin's expedition to Gasherbrum IV,
making the fIrst ascent of what remains one of the hardest and most elusive
of the world's highest summits. Waiter Bonatti is one of the great pioneers"
He pushed out the boundaries of alpinism, inspiring a whole generation
with his vision and daring. On K2 in 1954 it was his selfless stoicism 
labouring for many hours to carry up vital oxygen cylinders, then surviving
an unplanned bivouac at 8000 metres, looking after his terrified Hunza
companion Madhi - which made possible the summit success of
Compagnoni and Lacedelli. Perhaps his greatest achievement was to know
when to call a halt. The Matterhorn solo of 1965 ended his stint as an
extreme alpinist, but it marked the start of a flourishing career as adventure
photojournalist, travelling amongst the world's wildest places with an
enthusiasm which is still undimmed. A fine example to us all.

Stephen Venables

SPIRIT OF MOUNTAINEERING COMMENDATION

At the 150th anniversary gathering in Zermatt, Doug Scott, on behalf of
the Alpine Club, announced a scheme intended to give special recognition
to unselfish acts in extreme situations in the mountains. It is to be known
as The Alpine Club Spin"t ofMountaineering Commendation.
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The driving force behind the initiative has been Norman Croucher. He,
along with others, felt ashamed at highly publicised instances where summit
glory appeared to have been set above all else. Norman lobbied the Club
committee and the scheme was duly adopted. It will be managed by a sub
committee comprising Norman, Frank Cannings and John Cleare. The
President and Doug Scott are also closely involved. What follows is based
on the press release drafted by John Cleare and issued by the Club during
the Zermatt celebrations.

In the 2006 AI, Doug wrote: 'A visit to a summit will be forever a hollow
victory if we fail another in need.' He was reacting to a succession of well
authenticated instances when able-bodied mountaineers have ignored - have
passed by - sick, injured or dying fellow climbers in their single-minded
bid for 'summit glory'. Doug's warning echoed the so-called 'Rule of the
Sea' obliging every mariner to aid another in distress. That this should also
be second nature to all climbers was underlined by leading mountaineers
in the Tyrol Declaration of 2002 which stated:

Helping someone in trouble has absolute priority over reaching the goals we
set ourselves in the mountains. Saving a life or treating an injuredperson is
far more valuable than the most prestigious offirst ascents.

Background
Most of the incidents that alarmed Norman have occurred on 8000 metre
peaks where guided commercial expeditions operate, most conspicuously
on Everest. While not specifically castigating such expeditions, their pro
liferation and the competitive, must-prove-myself, get-my-money's-worth
atmosphere engendered may easily blind ambitious expeditioners with little
mountaineering background to the norms of long-accepted behaviour.

It has been argued that at the highest altitudes personality is distorted
and a climber is not his usual rational self. While this may be true to an
extent, it is no excuse to ignore a casualty. As the American climber Ed
Viesturs pointed out: 'If you're strong enough to mount a summit attempt,
you're strong enough to attempt a rescue.' (Viesturs was the first American
to summit all fourteen 8000 metre peaks without bottled oxygen.)

One unfortunate result of these incidents is that the public perception of
mountaineers and mountaineering has changed. Many now consider it a
self-centred and dangerous do-or-die sport. Unlike Mallory, Hillary; Tenzing
and others, Everest climbers of today are no longer perceived as pioneers in
an heroic mould but as ambitious and callous achievers. 'Chivalry' is
perceived to have no place.

The Alpine Club Spirit ofMountaineering Commendation will recognise
unselfish acts in an extreme mountain situation. It is NOT an Award.
Medals and awards are not Alpine Club tradition or policy. Rather is it a
recognition - ultimately on behalf of mountaineers everywhere - of a self
sacrificing, Good Samaritan act in difficult conditions on a mountain.
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It is hoped that any publicity attached to the Commendation will not
only set an example to young and aspirant climbers but may counter the
public perception of mountaineering as a callous, egocentric activity. To
quote the Tyrol Declaration again: 'There is no morality free zone in
mountaineering. '

The Criteria

In the true Spin't of Mountaineering, the person commended will have
displayed unselfish devotion in rendering assistance to aftllow human being
imperilled in the mountains. In so doing he!she will have sacrificed his/her
own objective and possibly jeopardised his/her own personal saftty.

It is a condition that the action should not be in the course of duty but
should be while the commendee is climbing for his/her own purposes (for
example, it would not apply to a member of a rescue team on call-out) and
is sacrificing his/her own ambitions·on behalf of the casualty.

The scheme is international in scope and the Commendation may be
posthumous. It may be made to one person or to a rope or party. It will be
made from time to time, when and as appropriate incidents come to the
notice of the sub-committee charged with overseeing the scheme.
Mountaineers all over the world are invited to inform the sub-committee
of relevant happenings.

The Commendation
The actual Commendation will take the form of a beautifully crafted
document, couched in the form of a letter signed by the current AC
President, recognising the unselfish act and thanking the recipient for it on
behalf of mountaineers everywhere.

Examples
Previous examples of the ethos it is aimed to recognise:

1962: On the Eigerwand, going strongly and hoping to make the first British
ascent of this most formidable of alpine faces, Don Whillans and Chris
Bonington aborted their attempt in order to rescue Brian Nally, also
attempting the climb, whose companion has been killed.

1957: Attempting the first ascent of Haramosh in the Karokoram, Tony
Streather repeatedly descended and reascended steep and dangerous avalanche
slopes over several days in a courageous attempt to rescue the several fallen
and badly injured members of his small expedition. Eventually he and one
companion survived.

John Cleare
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THE BOB LAWFORD COLLECTION
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Throughout the history of the Club, members have been generous with
their gifts of paintings which has meant that the art collection has gradually
grown. These images were either their own efforts or mountain paintings
they had collected. Some were by professional artists, many of whom were
elected to the Club; others were records of members' own mountaineering
endeavours in oil, watercolour or pencil.

Edward Whymper, E T Compton and Gabriel Loppe were leading
alpinist/artists of their day. T H Somervell and Edward Norton were
important Everest pioneers who painted extensively, while Charles Warren,
also an Everest veteran, was an important collector and dedicated Keeper
of Pictures who left us seven watercolour drawings by John Ruskin.

So how best to celebrate the Alpine Club's 150th anniversary from an
artists point of view? My response was to write a book* about the 100 or
so principal artists whose works (some 600 pictures) are found in the
collection and to include some of the living artists (members and associates)
very much active today. The idea also developed that perhaps these current
artists could be persuaded to paint something especially to mark the
occasion. The challenge to produce one A5 image was launched and,
happily, accepted by 15 artists, to whom we are most grateful. The range is
stimulating and diverse, professional painters towards the forefront of British
Art and other artist/ climbers who keep a pictorial record of their
mountaineering activities. A full list of these artists together with the titles
of their paintings is given below.

It was originally intended that after exhibitions at the John Mitchell
Gallery in Old Bond St, the AC Lecture Room, the Kendal Mountain
Festival and the NME at Rheged, Penrith, these drawings would be
auctioned for the benefit of the AC Conservation Fund. However there
was a further development when Anna Lawford proposed that, together
with a suitable donation, the paintings could remain in the Club collection
in perpetuity to be enjoyed by future generations, much in the spirit of the
many earlier additions.

The Committee were delighted to accept her offer and decided that The
Bob Lawford Collection would be an appropriate title to celebrate Bob's
contribution during 35 years of dedicated work on behalf of the Club, in
particular, and of the wider mountain scene in general. The diversity of his
knowledge goes way beyond books, and the many climbers who consult
him on the most obscure subjects rarely leave without complete satisfaction.
This veritable sage of the dingy basement will be sadly missed when he
finally decides to hang up his book-lists and crampons and 'retire'.

Peter Mallalieu
Keeper ofPictures

* The Artists of the Alpine Club. A Biographical Dictionary is reviewed on page 352.
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THE BOB LAWFORD COLLECTION

All 15x20 or 20x15cm. All signed, titled and dated on verso.

JULIAN COOPER

2 JIMCURRAN

3 JOHN DUGGER

North Face of Kilash, Tibet, 2006, oil

Storm over K2, 2006, water colour

Grand Teton, 2006, oil

4 JAMES HART DYKE Stairway to Heaven, Himalaya, 2006
water colour

5 JOHN FAIRLEY Nanda Ghunti,Jrom NW near Kuari Pass, 2006
water colour

6 HAMISH FULTON Death Zone: Climb to the Summit Plateau of
Cho Oyu at 8175m, autumn 2000, pencil

7 ROWAN HUNTLEY Sunrise - The Matterhorn from Gornergrat, 2006
chroma colour

8 JOHN INNERDALE Towers ofPaine, Chile, 2006, chroma colour

9 BILL NORTON Tirich Mir (from a sketch of Aug 1995), 2006
water colour

10 ANDYPARKIN La Verte et La Face Nant Blanc, 2006, pastel

11 ROBPIERCY Yr Wyddfa from Crib Goch, 2006, water colour

12 SIMON PIERSE Dente del Gigante, Vat Ferret, Aosta 2006,
water colour and casein

13 TOM PRICE Mount Peterson, 7205ft. South Georgia, 2006, oil

14 GEORGE ROWLETT Late afternoon light on Coniston Old Manfiom
Brantwood Shore, 2006, oil

15 KIT SURREY Gmnite Handhold/ Cormorant Promontory / West
Penwith, 2006, graphite and conte
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In this l50th year of the Alpine Club, it is important to recollect that the
Library was started in 1858, in the first year of the Club. Books, pictures,
photographs and archives have been collected ever since. It is now a wonder
ful national heritage covering mountaineering from the golden years of
Alpine exploration to current activities around all ranges in the World.

Mike Westmacott, previously a Chairman of the Library Council, reminds
us: 'We do have a duty to keep faith with the many people who have
generously contributed to the Library, making it the important collection
we have today.' The Trustees of the Library Council heartily support this
view and we thank all those members and volunteers who by their donations
or hard work (and both) make the Library what it is today.

In particular, this year we welcome the new and significant financial help
provided to the Club by the British Mountaineering Council. This is to
assist the upkeep and development of the Library. In return, we now
welcome to the Library every individual member of the BMC and grant
them free access. The Library continues to grow with donations and bequests
of numerous items; recent acquisitions of note are the archives and slide
collections of Don Whillans and photos and film from Mike Banks.

The year also saw of the catalogue of archives held by us (diaries, news
cuttings, letters, etc.) published on the Web under the 'A2N (Access to Archives)
site hosted by the National Archive Office at Kew: www.a2a.org.uk.This
listing covers some 25,000 items and is a major achievement by Peter Berg
and Margaret Pope, our retiring archivists; we are extremely grateful for
their work. We now welcome Glyn Hughes as our new Hon Archivist, our
Hon Librarian, Jerry Lovatt, continues to oversee the collection and day
to-day access to all books (and many other items) is managed by Yvonne
Sibbald, our Chartered Librarian. The Himalayan Index - now available
on the web at www.alpine-club.org.uk/hi - is run by Sally Holland.

The Photo Library is the next target for development. Anna Lawford,
with help from Philip Pepper, has taken on the role of Hon Photo Curator
and has embarked on the very large task of professionally cataloguing over
40,000 photographs that we now hold. Meanwhile, we do our best to
respond to requests to provide images for reproduction in magazine articles
and books. This is a very useful source of Library revenue but is hampered
by the lack of a full searchable electronic illustrated catalogue; cr@ating the
start of this is a key priority for the next year.

Autumn 2006 saw the publication of Summit: 150 years of the Alpine Club
by George Band (see following page), a beautifully written and illustrated
book which show-cases around 120 splendid photos and drawings from
the Library. If you have not yet purchased your copy, visit the Library
for one at a special price.

HywelLloyd
Chairman of the Library Council
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SUMMIT 150 YEARS OF THE ALPINE CLUB

In 2003, while we were celebrating the anniversary of the fIrst ascent of
Everest, it was suggested that a book should be produced to mark an even
more important anniversary coming up in 2007. The idea was for one of
our members to be asked to write a history of the Club from its inaug
uration in 1857 up to the present day. But this would be a task of some
magnitude and who could possibly carry it out in such a relatively short
time? The obvious choice was George Band, whose book on Everest (Everest.
50 Years on Top of the World, HarperCollins, 2003) had just been published
and had even briefly reached the best-seller lists; but surely George would
not be willing to undertake this even greater task so soon after completing
the last one? The question was put to him and, to our delight, George
accepted the challenge.

The resulting large-format book, Summit. 150 Years of the Alpine Club
(HarperCollins, 2006), is another fine demonstration of George's skill in
marshalling a mass of material with order and accuracy while, at the same
time, creating a heart-warming story of endeavour and achievement. The
book, which is virtually the story of British mountaineering - most of the
participants having been AC members - was launched at the Travellers
Club on 9 November 2006 to great acclaim and by now most members
own or have seen a copy. The fmal chapter, 'The Alpine Club At Home', is
perhaps of especial interest to current members, as it describes the Club as
it is today and profIles the major players in its many activities.

JM

THE ALPINE CLUB TIE AND LOGO

Now that the AC has acquired a new logo it seems timely to record the
genesis of the old logo (yes, there actually was one) and of the old tie.

The questiQn as to whether there should be 'a Club Badge or Colour'
was raised in Committee by Geoffrey Winthrop Young in June 1909. The
Committee, appearing cautious of the proposal, asked him to seek members'
views at the following AGM. The AGM also appears to have taken a
cautious line in that a postcard poll of all members was subsequently taken.
Some two-thirds of respondents favoured the idea and the Committee was
thus emboldened to take a further step by establishing an 'Emblem Sub
Committee', chaired by the President (Woolley), to consider the matter
further. Its members comprised the Hon Sec (Withers), Sir Edward Davidson
plus Messrs Farrar, Young and Stewart. Such a powerful body of mountain
eers rapidly resolved that the Club should indeed adopt both an emblem
(ie a button or badge which would nowadays be called a logo) and a colour
(ie a tie). Whilst the design of the button/logo apparently presented them
with no difficulty, that of the tie was less clear.
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The main Committee's minutes record the Emblem Sub-Committee's
detailed recommendations:

1) That the emblem should consist of a button and a colour
2) a. That the button should be of the material and design of the

button now submitted with diameter of 7/8 of an inch.
To be made in plain gunmetal. To bear the raised letters 'AC'

b. That one such button be issued to each member to be worn by
him either on the lapel of his coat or as a top button of his coat
as he should prefer.

3) That no suitable colour has as yet been decided upon and a further
report will be submitted [to the main Committee] on this point in
due course.

The last recommendation is a little strange in that the final meeting of the
Emblem Sub-Committee apparently decided to present the following three
alternative striped options for the tie to the main Committee for them to
choose from:

a) tan or camels hair with dark red
b) dark blue with white (or gentian blue)
c) grey with blue and white

Unfortunately the notes from the Emblem Sub-Committee only spell out
the intended significance of the latter option in which grey symbolised the
rock, blue the sky and white the alpine snow. The significance of the other
alternatives, particularly the first, remains far from clear.

The Committee readily accepted the design of the button, a few of which
survive. However, despite the indecision of the Emblem Sub-Committee
concerning the tie, the main Committee minutes record surprisingly that
Winthrop Young and Stewart had unexpectedly, at the meeting, 'submitted
a specimen colour of dark green with light green lines in it'. The Committee
appears to have accepted this latter design without discussion (possibly in
order to avoid the 'further report' threatened above 7)

Although the significance of the old button/logo with its bold letters AC
was obvious, its styling was hardly innovative - at least by modern standards.
The significance of the green and light-green sample tie produced at the
Committee meeting remains unknown. Neither could it claim to be
innovative in that I am informed that it was also the tie of a certain Church
of England primary school in London. The more recent change from 'dark
green with light green lines' to dark green with vivid yellow lines does,
however, have a simple explanation. The old silk ties, stocked by Messrs
Thresher and Glenny (just off The Strand), and obtainable only after the
wo.uld-be purchaser's membership of the Club had been authenticated, were
eventually deemed to be too expensive. A cheaper version made from a
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synthetic material was thus selected from a chart of colours available from
another source where green with light green stripes was not an option.

It is interesting to compare the new logo with the old one. Unable to find
any documentation on the symbolism of the new one, it was left to my
unimaginative mind to fathom. To me it clearly represented a mountain
with a ring of cloud, but that was as far as I could get until it was pointed
out to me by one of the prime-movers of the design that the mountain and
cloud were ... somewhat ... in the shape of the letters 'A' and 'C'. So then
the new logo is really nothing more than a modernisation of the old Geoffrey
Winthrop Young AC button-hole! Plus ~a change, plus c'est la meme mose!

Mike Esten

THE MOUNTAIN LmRARY IN POLAND

Margaret Ecclestone, the former AC librarian, in her article entitled
European Mountaineering Libraries (AJ 2004, p40S) made no mention of
the library of the Polish Touring Association (PTTK). Perhaps I could add
to the European picture:

The Tatra Association (after 1919 titled the Polish Tatra Association
PIT) has been accumulating a library since its formation in 1873 and has
had donations of books from other clubs, including the CAI and CAF, the
John Jullien bookshop of Geneva and private collections. In fact the
Association organized two libraries: the main was in Cracow and the
second, addressed to visitors, was in Zakopane (before the First World War,
the 'Casino' of the Tatra Association at Zakopane played the role of a social
centre in this small mountain village). Unfortunately this part of the
collection was destroyed by fire in 1900.

Significant development of the library in Cracow began in 1929. During
the Second World War the collection was partly included in the library of
the Cracow section of the DAY (Geman Alpine Club) and luckily survived.
After the war the library was augmented by the Mountaineering Club
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collection. In 1950 the PTT and the Polish Country Lovers' Association
united to become the PTTK, with the library operating under the patronage
of its Mountain Tourism Committee.

The library collection consists of 22,000 volumes, 1,200 maps and about
1,500journal titles. Many of the books were acquired courtesy of the authors
and publishers and a lot of journals by the way of exchange between the
clubs and other libraries. Many titles of the collection are connected with
the Carpathians. Rarities include Medulla Geographiae Practicae by D Fr61ich
(1639), Voyage en Hongrie by R Townson (1801), Voyage Mineralogique et
Geologique en Hongrie by F S Beudant (1818), and Bemerkungen auf einer Reise
im Jahre 1827by A Sydow.

The library is situated in the centre of the Old Town in Cracow at
6 Jagiellonska St. The use of the library is free of charge and every year it
receives 800-1000 visitors. The librarian since 1976 has been W A W6jcik
who is also the chief editor of the Wierchy (The Peaks) yearbook.

Jerzy W Gajewski

THE BOARDMAN TASKER AWARD FOR
MOUNTAIN LITERATURE 2006

In November 2006 the Boardman Tasker Award for Mountain Literature
settled itself into a new berth as part of the Kenda1 Mountain Book Festival.
From a record entry of 31 boooks, the judges, Ronnie Faux, Rob Collister
and Julie Tait, drew up a shortlist of five titles, and this time festival-goers
were able to have a good look at the authors involved as they were put
through their paces in a lunchtime meet-the-shortlist session before the
actual award reception.

In his adjudication, chair of judges, AC member and former Times
correspondent Ronnie Faux, set out their judgirrg criteria as asking 'whether
a book added somethirrg new about a character or experience beyond a mere
basic description. Did the book excite the imagination? Was this a book to
which one could return agairr and agairr and draw something new?'

Turning to the irrdividual titles: Graham Wilson was praised for the 'gentle
wit and humility' with which his A Rope of Writers (Millrace) 'strung together
the many pearls of writing about British mountaineering... thoughtful and
entertaining and a valuable introduction to the genre.' Jimmy Cruickshank
'brought the rare talent and intellect of Robin Smith to life in his biography,
High Endeavours (Canongate) and did 'a masterly job in editing a mass of
material into a highly readable portrait'. Arlene Blum's autobiography,
Breaking Trail (Scribner), 'cleverly juxtaposes the experience of
mountaineering in an austerely male-dominated arena with flashback
reflections on a difficult and unpredictable upbringing'. Jim Perrin was
acclaimed as 'author of the most finely crafted mountain writing of his
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generation' and his latest collection, The Climbing Essays, reflected his
continuing mastery.

Coming on to the least familiar name on the shortlist, Faux said: 'Charles
Lind revives the perennial mystery of Mallory and Irvine on Everest. An
Afterclap of Fate (The Ernest Press) is an extraordinary reconstruction in
what Lind estimates could have been Mallory's own thoughts as the two
climbers attempt the final lap to the summit ...This is a bold book; fact,
fiction and fantasy rolled together in a refreshingly different approach. It
concerns a most potent moment in mountaineering history and in Mallory
one of the most fascinating and complex figures mountaineering has yet
produced...The writing is powerful, superbly structured and Lind indeed
casts the fine spell of words.'

Faux concluded: 'Delicate inquiries about the author revealed little more
than he was a poet who lived in Hove. We should learn a lot more about
him because he is unanimously judged to be the winner of this year's
Boardman Tasker Prize.'

The full adjudication can be fouad on the Boardman Tasker website:
www.boardmantasker.com

MaggieBody
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